
Habari
520
There are over 520 
languages spoken 
in Nigeria, the third- 
highest number of 
languages of any 
country in the world. 

Visual provocation
Art as a Vessel
Delphine Diallo is a French-
Senegalese visual artist and 
photographer based in the US. 
She sees art as a vessel to access 
wisdom, fear, beauty, ugliness, 
mystery, faith and strength. 
Wherever she can, Diallo combines 
her work with activism, aiming to 
empower women, the youth and 
cultural minorities through visual 
provocation.

∼ delphinediallo.com

Travelling from west to east makes your day 
shorter, which makes the jetlag worse.
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Indoor climbing

Climb BlueSky
Look at your arms. Are you 
happy with them? Are you 
happy with your lower body?  
In fact, are you generally happy 
with your exercise regime? Do 
you want to climb a rock with-
out actually driving out of 
town to climb one? Well, 
Climb BlueSky, an indoor 
climbing gym at Diamond 
Plaza has what you need. It’s  
a great way to do exercise,  
because it doesn’t involve 
pumping iron or running on a 
treadmill. It will improve your 
flexibility, tone those muscles 
and strengthen your mind. 

~ blueskykenya.org/climb

Activity lodge

Leleshwa 
Getaway

What’s a getaway if you can’t 
feel like you’re getting away? 
Fortunately, Leleshwa Getaway 
is 25 km from Nairobi, which 
takes care of that. When you 
arrive, you will be greeted by 
manicured lawns and views of 
Nairobi National Park, which 
make Leleshwa Getaway one 
of a kind. (You’re not in the 
park, but you will feel like you 
are.) You have to see this with a 
glass of wine from the extensive 
cellar of imported wines. The 
next day, you can do fun 
things, such as archery.  

~ leleshwa.co.ke

Hot springs

Lake Magadi
Lake Magadi is the southernmost lake in the Kenyan Rift Valley, 
lying in a catchment of faulted volcanic rocks north of Tanzania’s 
Lake Natron. If you go during the dry season it’s mostly covered 
by soda. It’s got flamingos. You’ll be going for the hot springs, 
but you’ll also be going for a few cultural attractions, such as the 
Olorgesailie prehistoric site, a geological formation. The skies are 
blue and limitless here. 

Café

Goat Social Club
If this café is anything to go by, artists are finally owning their own 
spaces. But to get here, you have to drive for 30 mins from Nairobi. 
As far as structure and decor goes, it’s the embodiment of art  
with a highly textured space, with colours, and modern and  
vintage fabrics. There’s also an art library for those curious about 
contemporary art. The café seeks to capture Nairobi’s burgeoning 
art scene and is a haunt of the artistically inclined. Open only on 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the café frequently hosts exhibitions 
and concerts from artists that are not quite mainstream. 

~ the-goat-social-club.business.site

Travelling improves problem-
solving skills and boosts 
creativity. New sounds, smells, 
tastes, languages and sights 
create new synapses in the brain. Nairobi

With deserts and dry lands covering 
60 percent of its surface, Africa is the 

world’s hottest continent.

“If  you are 
filled with pride, 

you will have 
no room for 

wisdom”
– African proverb –
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What’s On

While losing a passport or 
missing a flight can be stressful, 
travelling is scientifically proven 
to lower stress dramatically.

The world’s largest desert, the Sahara, 
is comparable in size to the entire 

continental US.

Jazz festival

Cape Town
At the world-renowned Cape 
Town International Jazz  
Festival, top local and inter-
national jazz musicians  
perform at the foot of Table 
Mountain. It’s the fourth- 
largest festival of its kind in 
the world. It will take place 
on 29 and 30 March at the 
Cape Town International 
Convention Centre. 

∼ capetownjazzfest.com

Marathon

Kilimanjaro
Organised at the foot of  
Africa’s highest mountain, 
Kilimanjaro, this challenging 
marathon requires serious 
training. The event also hosts 
a half-marathon and a 5-km 
fun run, all starting in the 
town of Moshi, Tanzania on 
3 March. 

∼ kilimanjaromarathon.com 

Q&A

DJ Coco-Em
Popular Kenya-based DJ Coco-Em (Emma Nzioka) 
is on fire. She combines a wide variety of genres, rang-
ing from hip-hop to afro house, kuduru, kwaito and 
lingala. Msafiri chats with the lady behind the beats.

Why Coco-Em?
A colleague once sent me a song called Emma Hot Chocolate, 
so I started to nickname myself  “Coco”, from chocolate, and 
“Em”, from my first name, Emma. 
What do you like most about being a DJ?
Combining my two favourite things: music and sharing. DJ-ing 
allows me to discover new sounds, meet different artists and 
move people. I’ve also started travelling for my DJ work, 
which is very exciting.
How did you learn to mix music?
I bought a DJ controller on eBay and learned to DJ by watching 
tutorials on YouTube. Then, I studied and observed other DJs 
to learn more.
What is your dream?
I want to continue to grow and explore the world of music; first 
in Africa and then around the world. I would love to collaborate 
with talented artists, and I look forward to meeting many more 
creative people.

Want to know where you can hear Coco-Em’s music? Follow her on 
Instagram: @coco.emmah

Yoga

Namaste in Lamu
From yin yoga to Thai massage, the Lamu Yoga Festival has 
plenty to offer to everyone looking for an escape from their busy 
daily lives. Every year, new and experienced yogis gather on the 
small Kenyan island of Lamu, to enjoy classes and workshops by 
day, and full-moon beach parties by night. From 18 to 22 March.
 
∼ lamuyoga.org
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Dodoma is the capital of 
Tanzania, but its largest city 
is Dar es Salaam.

Burkina Faso, which was formerly known 
as Upper Volta, was renamed after gaining 

independence from France in 1960.
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Column

I visited Paris for the first time late last year. I’d always 
wanted to visit Paris because, well, it’s Paris. It was cold and 
grey, and sometimes it rained. I wore long johns, T-shirts, a 
shirt, jeans and a scarf. Oh, and I also wore gloves. For an 
African man from the tropics, these clothes felt heavy and 
ridiculous. On the first boulevard I encountered, thin Parisian 
men cupped their hands and lit cigarettes under dripping 
awnings, while thin Parisian women wore matte-black leather 
boots and walked as if  they were stepping on cotton. It rained. 
The rain stopped. Elsewhere in the city, the “yellow jackets” 
torched cars, lobbed rocks at riot police and gave President 
Macron indigestion. But neither the weather, nor the yellow 
jackets, could kill the French experience for me. 

Paris is supposed to be the cradle of love, so I was there 
to see what love looks like. And for a black man who’s not 

accustomed to elaborate expressions of love, this was the only 
moment I’d cede completely to the charms of it. For a writer, 
especially, it was a momentous trip, because all the books I’ve 
read have romanticised Paris. In David Nicholls’ One Day, 
Dexter tries to wring his woman from the grasp of a thin, 
smoking Parisian man who rides an even slimmer bicycle. In  
A Moveable Feast, Hemingway makes Paris (the moveable 
feast, as he describes it, because after experiencing it, you take 
it – presumably in your heart – everywhere you go) seem like 
the place where love finds you before you unpack your suitcase. 

Jackson Biko 

Feast Moved
Paris seemed to evoke something in these writers that was much 
bigger than their art. 

From this literature, and from some movies I’d seen, I 
envisioned a home in Paris to have large louvre windows, out 
of which women in flowery dresses lean with looks so smoky 
they could set off  a smoke detector. Talking of Parisian women, 
the media had made me believe that a typical Parisian woman 
has a long delicate neck and a sharp chin. I assumed that most 
of them would hold an unlit cigarette between their svelte 
fingers while cooing, “Do you have a lighter?” Well, she would 
say it in Parisian of course, which is, “Devrais-je brûler cela 
avec mon coeur?” (Should I light this with my heart?) These 
books also gave me the impression that the expression “head 
over heels” was invented in Paris, and that Parisian women 
would make you fall completely and utterly in love with them. 
The books – more or less – said that later, when a Parisian 
woman breaks your heart (because heartbreak is Parisian), 
you won’t mind, because it’s better to have your heart broken 
in Paris than in Kiev. Anyway, I pictured Paris as teeming with 
aloof temptresses who blow smoke out through their small 
nostrils and laugh with a snappy crack like that of a whip. And 
when, one day, I saw men walking fast, wielding baguettes like 
sabres, I had a pretty good idea about where they were going... 

I went to Paris in autumn, which, I was told, wasn’t sexy 
weather-wise. I thought differently: autumn is the time to sit in 
front of fireplaces drinking wine. It’s the time to hold hands in 
the street without your hands getting sweaty. It’s the time to be 
a gentleman and hand your coat to your lady, and then die of 
pneumonia. However, despite being a rather astute season 
rebel, I was disappointed. I didn’t see anybody kiss in open 
windows that are several storeys high. Nor did I witness  
dangerous Parisian women leaning out of windows. I didn’t 
even see a dangerous Parisian temptress with an unlit cigarette 
(or a baguette). I didn’t feel love in Paris, but, then again, you 
don’t go to a place to experience love really. We search for 
love, only to discover that it lives within us.

“Should I light this  
with my heart?”
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Uganda is home to 11 percent of 
the world’s bird population.

Arts & Culture

The Maasai Mara National 
Reserve is the most popular 
wildlife park in Kenya. 

Festival

Design Indaba
The annual Design Indaba Festival fea-
tures creative industries from Africa and 
around the world. In addition to hosting 
a flagship conference on global creativity, 
the festival includes live performances, 
exhibitions, film screenings, workshops 
and a curated music line-up. This year 
the creative event takes place from 27 
February to 1 March at the Artscape 
Theatre in Cape Town, South Africa. 

∼ conference.designindaba.com

Affordable art 

Ayok’a
Ayok’a is an online platform and shop 
bringing affordable African art to the 
world. The diverse collection ranges from 
mobile phone covers to wall art. “I want 
it to be like IKEA,” says founder Alice 
Gbelia, who hails from the Côte d’Ivoire. 
“I want people to buy a plate designed by 
African artists and have it in their homes 
wherever they are in the world.” 

∼ ayokadeco.com 

African Designers

Folklore 
The Folklore is a new, 
carefully curated online 
store of apparel, shoes, 
jewellery and more. It 
features 19 contemporary 
designers from Africa and 
the diaspora. The project 
was started by young 
entrepreneur and writer 
Amira Rasool. Besides 
bringing African design 
to the world, she focuses 
on telling the designers’ 
fascinating stories. 

~ Read the stories and view 
the stunning collection at 
thefolklore.us 

Local 

African Footwear
No need to buy sneakers or pumps 
overseas! Turn heads on the streets 
with these fresh designs. They’re 

hip, comfortable, and they’re made 
with passion.  

Hesey Designs / 
Nigeria
This vibrant 
Nigerian brand 
creates jobs and 
supports families 

by producing chic African inspired fashion items. 
Besides making beautiful handcrafted footwear 
from sneakers to slippers, Hesey Designs also 
offers bags, purses and other accessories.
heseydesigns.com 

Oliberté | Ethiopia
The fashionable leather Oliberté shoes 
are produced in the 
company’s own factory, 
which became the world’s 
first Fair Trade Certified™ 
footwear manufacturing 
factory in 2013.  
oliberte.com

Thando’s | Nigeria
This Lagos-based 
brand designs 
foldable flats in a 
colourful wax print, 
offering women a 
stylish, convenient 
product, while 

simultaneously supporting African artists. 
thandos.com 

MONAA | Ghana
Your feet get the royal treatment in this luxury 
footwear, which is made in Ghana by top-notch 
artisans. MONAA shoes are constructed from 
the finest leathers, and they’re decorated with 
Africa-inspired elements. monaaonline.com
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